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Lyokha tells Grishka, ‘All women are evil, all wars can be traced 
back to a woman… remember Vaska with the shaggy hair? Shot 
himself over a woman. Twice!’ The two best friends live a hyper 
masculine, rural existence. The days are spent tending to livestock 
and wrangling Marina, a particularly naughty goat, and the nights 
are spent playing table hockey, drinking beer and setting the world 
to rights with sprawling monologues, peppered with assumption, 
extrapolation and personal anecdotes. It is a strange, but peaceful, 
existence and its quiet beauty can be seen from the offset: in the 
bucolic lakes, lush greens and wooden interiors there is a life that 
is tender, useful and profound. 

After Tatiana’s husband, Aleksandr, dies in strange circumstances 
his funeral is a small local affair. With only two  people, Lyokha 
and Grisha looking on to the family’s grief. Tania herself becomes 
an object of fascination and attraction. All of a sudden, her lack of 
a partner shines a light on the men’s own loneliness, which until 
that point had been largely ignored. Lyokha, who was previously 
married is a bitter divorcee and is furious at his friend’s new 
interest in Tania. Their easy, gentle companionship had challenged 
social notions of needing to be married to experience community 
or family later in life. Previously, they had cut each other’s hair, 
worked each other’s land and even discussed merging their 
collective properties to form a kolkhoz. Whilst Tania’s new status 
as a widow is a humorous catalyst for an argument between the 
two men, inescapably their relationship was an enviable example 
of community. One which the social structure of marriage and 
family threatens. 

As Lyokha’s initial annoyance turns to competition for Tania’s 
affection, a series of genuinely comedic gaffs occur. Lyokha is 
played wonderfully by Roman Madyanov. The prolific actor has 
been in over 145 films, and his career has traversed Russian 
blockbusters, hard hitting dramas and children’s films. In this 
comedic role he excels, convincingly playing the ridiculous 

battering ram of a man with tender humour and characterisation. 
A drunken afternoon sees the trio enjoy a hazy, sunlit afternoon, 
Tania is oblivious to the competition between the two friends. As 
soon as she walks into her house Lyokha begins insulting Grisha 
as they stumble the few hundred yards to their houses in different 
directions. 

Beyond the natural and easy comedy of Eduard Parri’s film, it 
should be applauded for its representation. It is a rare departure 
from glamour, a wonderful depiction of rural life and middle 
aged love. Grisha visits his brother, who has long since moved 
to the city. Grisha asks his brother why he does not visit him in 
their hometown. Vitya replies, ‘Three huts and a sauna, what 
hometown?’ He also accuses Grisha of allowing life to pass him 
by, and says he has no need for wild mushrooms in the city. ‘I can 
have Japanese food delivered straight to my door. They use little 
sticks, but I just use my fingers.’ Vitya might not feel the charms of 
the countryside, but Grisha still does. What he sees in Tatiana is a 
woman who, much like him, is a dying breed of person, genuinely 
attracted to the beautiful, artisanal labour that comes with the land   
and living off it. 

The film’s climax hilariously takes place over Marina. When the 
goat, long overdue for slaughter, finds herself in a pit, the trio band 
together to save her. A mishap that nearly results in Marina’s life 
prompts an emotional outburst from Lyokha, who reveals quite 
how strongly he feels about his friend and the perceived challenge 
to their friendship that Tania represents. The shaky alliance of the 
last three active members of the tiny village is pulled into conflict. 
There are no easy answers to their predicament, the crossroads 
they’ve come to, or the atrophy closing in on their tiny slice of 
traditional life. What there is, however, is a love and respect on 
the part of the filmmakers when showing the provinces and in the 
genuine feeling the characters have for each other. 
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